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FORWARD: CODICON is a word I coined by combining ‘codex’ and ‘lexicon’. Both words describe a way of representing 
and transmitting human communication. Neither word is appropriate to the task at hand: interpreting Basketmaker rock art 
symbols and organizing their meanings and intentions into an accessible and useful form. 

From the start the Codicon was meant to be a tool for recording a rock art site near Moab along the South Fork of Mill 
Creek. I call this area Upper Right Hand or Right Hand. Once I had a working draft of the Codicon, I used the codes to 
collect the data I used for writing Rock Art in the Mill Creek Game Drive Corridor: An Interpretive Exercise, or simply 
Game Drive. The Codicon and Game Drive were alternately refined and expanded as a result of working on each in turn.

The Codicon posits interpretive meanings for a finite number of rock art symbols and provides codes for these symbols. 
Game Drive uses the codes to record the art in Right Hand and creates a data base for this single, large rock art site. I did 
not know, in July 2009, when I first started a recording exercise in Upper Right Hand that I would be working towards the 
Codicon and Game Drive or that it would take nine years to get this far. 

The Codicon includes 225 pictures from 108 rock art sites. 58 of the sites are from the Upper Right Hand gallery, 48 are 
from the Moab area, and 3 are from elsewhere. The preponderance of sites from Upper Right Hand reflects the large 
number of panels there and their representations of rock art’s most common theme, hunting. The 48 Moab area sites help 
illustrate local and regional use-patterns of Basketmaker designs. They also address some motifs of a non-hunting 
character. The 3 other sites hint at possibly shared intent among similar rock art symbols in larger regional and temporal 
contexts.

I employ hypothetical rhetoric throughout the Codicon and Game Drive; words like perhaps, possibly, if, seems, may, 
might, resembles, and similar. I find this kind of language a welcome reminder of the uncertain nature of the work. My 
personal opinions are less equivocal and will become apparent.

Rory Paul Tyler  June, 2019  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PART 1: INTRODUCTION: 

The Colorado Plateau includes parts of Utah, Colorado, New Mexico, and Arizona. Basketmaker culture pervaded this 
region between 1000 B.C. and 1000 A.D. Basketmaker rock art seemed to proliferate wherever they lived. Moab, at the 
northeastern edge of the Colorado Plateau, is no exception. Some Basketmaker symbols are concentrated in one region 
of Basketmaker territory and appear, at most, only occasionally outside that area. The Moab ‘Cat-in-the-Hat’ and San 
Juan ‘Bird Head’ are good examples. However, Basketmaker influence can be identified throughout the region by a 
culture-wide set of shared symbols and design elements; stylized predator tracks, large hands, and simple necklaces, for 
example. This Codicon identifies, defines, and codifies many of Moab’s Basketmaker rock art icons, some of which are 
regionally shared. I hope that some of these definitions might be useful for unlocking meaning or intent in rock art from 
other times and places.1

Boots on the Ground: Between 1994 and 2005, my hiking partner, Jose Knighton, and I visited many rock art sites in the 
Moab area. In the summer of 1997 we identified and defined a common, stylized track as a Basketmaker Cat Track icon, 
symbolizing a mountain lion’s paw print. We supposed the track might indicate predatory intent, but that supposition was 
about as much interpretation as we indulged in. After Jose left town in 2006, I began to document some rock art sites we 
had explored and some we had not. As I did this, our incipient interpretations concerning Cat Tracks seemed to hold 
water, but I still didn’t give it much thought. 

The South Fork of Mill Creek, known locally as Right Hand , has two large concentrations of rock art. Lower Right Hand is 2

adjacent to town. Upper Right Hand is about ten miles upstream between South Mesa and Johnson’s Up-On-Top Mesa. 
In July, 2009, I began documenting Upper Right. There, a three-mile stretch of entrenched canyon contains about 107 
rock art sites, 200 rock art panels, and over 2,000 petroglyphs. When I began this project I had no idea there was so 
much.
 

 Basketmaker culture may have arrived in some parts of the Colorado Plateau as late as 500 BC and may have been displaced in some parts as 1

early as 700 AD. Other rock art styles in the region include Desert Culture and/or Archaic 4000 B.C-0 AD, Fremont 200-1300 AD, Anasazi 700 - 
1300 AD, Ute and Navajo 1300 AD-Present, and Cowassic 1870 AD-Present. 

 As opposed to the North Fork of Mill Creek, called Left Hand.2
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Halfway through documenting Upper Right I began to suspect that I was looking at a gallery of hunting-themed panels 
along a game drive corridor.  The Cat Track icon is common in Upper Right. What Jose and I had deduced concerning 3

this icon continued to make sense, as did transferring supposition of a predatory intent to a range of icons sharing the 
same panels. It also seemed to me that, as the topography changed along the stream-course, the emphasis on one 
design element or another at a specific location also changed, possibly in response to the changing topography. Excited 
by this hypothesis, I decided to do a second survey, looking more carefully and thinking more about what I saw. 

There is no predator without prey. This region’s desert bighorn sheep were a favored prey species of primates and felines 
alike. Bighorn sheep are common in Basketmaker rock art. One of my earliest interpretive advances recognized that the 
stances on bighorn sheep glyphs exhibit patterns of response in the presence and proximity of previously identified 
predatory images; Cat Tracks and Atlatl Thrower icons, for example. In the fall of 2010, I unconsciously began using 
simple codes in my field notes to record these familiar postures: Placid - Pl, Startle - St, and Panic - Pa. Once I realized 
this, I began to draft codes for other common glyphs and began using them in my field notes. By the time I had finished 
the second pass through the canyon, I was using codes for 77 common icons, stances, and relationships. 

With a finite number of simple codes at my disposal, it became possible to use them to chart the panels on graph paper 
then count the numbers and kinds of glyphs each panel contained. It occurred to me that, if this were done for the entire 
area, a data set sufficient to statistically test the hypothesis of a topographically sensitive, game drive themed art gallery 
might result.  It was at this point that I began working on the Codicon, knowing that Game Drive was in the offing. I began 4

my third pass through the canyon in September 2011. I finished charting the panels in February 2012. I went back many 
times until 2017 to double-check and redo certain areas.

Writing the Codicon: In order to create a reliable recording regimen I needed to consistently identify, chart, and tally the 
rock art. I developed, defined, and refined the codes for this. By 2014, when I had a working draft of the Codicon, I began 

 While hunting themes dominate many panels, it is not the only rock art theme. Other themes concern astronomy, fertility, warfare, and 3

unidentified. My earliest rock art discoveries were astronomical. 

 The moment I came to this realization, my first thought was, “Oh, no!” I thought about quitting several times but The Boss wouldn’t let me.4
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using it to write Rock Art of the Mill Creek Game Drive Corridor: An Interpretive Exercise. Game Drive includes over 1,000 
photographs, solely from Upper Mill Creek, and uses the codes in hundreds of charts and tables.  5

When I had a working draft of Game Drive, I rewrote the Codicon to reflect expansions and refinements that I had 
developed during the writing process. These included observations on the stances and accoutrements of humans, the 
stances and trackways of various animals, design and intent of geometric and linear elements, connections between and 
among glyphs, and conflations of any and all of these elements into fantastic forms or, as I call them, ‘fantamorphs’.   6

One refinement includes a growing recognition of containment intent in linear motifs.  The ability to contain and guide the 7

prey would have been critical to a successful game drive. This led to the identification of several related, but heretofore 
unsuspected, design elements and motifs. These include Gates, Split Tip, and Knob icons. 

Other Interpretive Factors: The surrounding topography may have influenced the placement, design, and meanings of 
rock art symbols and tableaus; for example, much rock art appears near choke points and escape terrain. Some of it may 
symbolize the tactics and/or artifacts necessary at such places to contain or herd the prey. Therefore, although I don’t use 
them often, I include topographical designations among the codes. The relationship between rock art and topography is 
an important part of this interpretive hypothesis. I discuss this in Appendices C, D, and E of Game Drive.

The surface topology of a panel may also serve as an interpretive factor. For example, the boundary between a surface 
suitable for rock art and an unsuitable surface might be used to symbolize a barrier, perhaps one side of drive lane. Other 
topological features integrated into tableaus can include cracks, ridges, nicks, holes, patina, and facets. The ways an 

 As part of testing the game drive hypothesis, in Game Drive I assign values of 1-4  to each code depending on how active the petroglyph figure it 5

represents is in a supposed game drive scenario. I can then total and manipulate these values in the work of pattern recognition. I do not apply or 
use such values in the Codicon. 

 I first came across the word “fantasmamorph” in the work of rock art researcher Ekkehart Melotki. He used it to designate icons with unnatural 6

and/or fantastic attributes, including conflations of design elements. From my own observations I was familiar with the concept and, for the sake of 
simplicity, shortened the word to “fantamorph”; ergo ‘fantastic body’. There is a need in rock art interpretation for a word that describes this 
common design technique.

 The identification of linear designs as containment elements may be useful for interpreting linear designs elsewhere; for example, the Great 7

Basin. As I mention in this Introduction, I think it possible that symbolic linear designs that originated in the Great Basin migrated south and 
informed the linear designs of later artists, such as the Basketmakers. Some linear glyphs in the Great Basin date to the Late Pleistocene. Lake 
Winnemucca, Nevada and Long Lake, Oregon contain examples. See Figure 224.
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artist may have enlisted topological features into a tableau is limited only by opportunity and imagination. I use the code 
‘to’ to represent a topological feature.

Creating Definitions: I describe the process I use to recognize related meanings and shared intent among rock art icons 
and tableaus as ‘primary interpretation > proximal transference > secondary transference > secondary inference.’ 

First, I assume that I have accurately defined at least one symbol’s design and intent; the Cat Track, for example.  This is 
‘primary interpretation’. 

Next, I assume that the intent of this symbol can be inferred for nearby symbols. This is ‘proximal transference’. 

I then assume similar meaning and intent for this second set of symbols wherever they appear, whether or not one of the 
original informing icons is present. This is ‘secondary transference’. 

I then apply that intent to accompanying but undefined symbols on the second panel, and so on. This is ‘secondary 
inference’. 

I used this process to develop and refine the definitions and intentions of linear design elements. I began with the idea 
that the Trapman icon symbolizes predatory containment intent (primary interpretation) and that Crosshatch lines are a 
diagnostic design element for the icon. I then inferred that Crosshatch lines can, by themselves, symbolize containment 
intent (proximal transference). 

Crosshatch lines are common and often share panels and use-patterns with other linear designs. I assumed, therefore, 
that, when Crosshatch lines appeared on a panel, other linear designs on that panel might also share the containment 
intent of Crosshatch lines (secondary transference). Then, I began applying this intent elsewhere as a default 
interpretation for other linear and geometrics designs (secondary inference). 

Defining an icon’s intent using inference and transference requires a heavy dose of assumption. As long as the derived 
definitions generally agree with the hunting hypothesis, and they seem to, I continue to use the process.8

 Some trial definitions did not make sense. For example, I  abandoned a ‘ladder’ identity for some designs and replaced it with a fence, gate, or 8

grid identity.
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I assume these artists were using symbols, designs, and patterns that would have been understood by their peers. 
However, the individual artist’s aesthetics, beliefs, and ability must be considered. Basketmaker art can be quite inventive 
and Basketmaker artists seem to have been afforded a fair degree of artistic license; for example, in the creation of 
fantamorphic figures. This reduces the likelihood of ever achieving an ‘exact meaning’ of what a specific symbol or tableau 
represented to an artist or his society, but it says something interesting about Basketmaker culture.

Regional and Temporal Contexts: Ten to twelve thousand years ago the Pleistocene lake shores of the northwest Great 
Basin may have been part of the genesis for some of these symbols, particularly linear and geometric containment 
designs. The same designs and use-patterns appear in the art of much later times and many other regions. These 
symbols may have migrated with bands, tribes, and cultures as they followed the water across an increasingly hot, dry, 
and inhospitable continent during the middle Holocene. When the climate became a bit more temperate, five or six 
thousand years ago, people may still have been using many of the symbols and concepts from that earlier era. Despite 
being tested, mutated, and transformed by ages of circumstance, they were still useful and interpretable for the same 
primordial reasons. If such a continuum exists, then some of the icons and use-patterns noted in the Codicon might be 
recognized in the art of prior cultures across reaches of time and space. 

After Basketmaker times these interpretations may weaken or not even apply. One reason for this may be the loss of 
efficacy and subsequent abandonment of game drive practices during the transition from atlatl to bow-and-arrow. I discuss 
this in the “Atlatl Culture” section of Game Drive’s Introduction. 

Another reason may concern the transition from a semi-agricultural society, to a primarily agricultural society. Full time 
agriculture became endemic in the San Juan Basin, south of Moab, around 700 AD when the emerging Puebloan Anasazi 
culture, with its increased reliance on corn production and the introduction of beans, supplanted the semi-agricultural 
Basketmaker society. As the role of hunting became less relevant to the subsistence needs of the culture, so too did the 
meaning of the associated rock art symbols. By the time of the Navajo, Ute, and European migrations to the Colorado 
Plateau, the meaning of Basketmaker art was long gone and forgotten.
 
For My Next Trick: Basketmaker rock art is highly representational compared to many other styles. This makes it easier to 
interpret. This Codicon was conceived in conjunction with my work in the Mill Creek Game Drive Corridor, but many of 
these interpretations and inferential processes may be applicable to rock art beyond this region. People often interpret 
one panel or another as a hunting panel. To my knowledge, no one has shown how coherent and repeated hunting 
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themes in rock art might be identified in these and other panels.  The Codicon and Game Drive may be steps in that 9

direction.

The first part of the Codicon includes a table of 84 codes identifying discreet icons that are repeatedly used to symbolize 
specific actors, activities, and relationships.  The second part defines each coded icon and discusses its identity, artistic 10

variations, and use-patterns it may fulfill.

As I develop and apply the definitions and codes, I tinker and tamper with them (which might explain some of the 
inconsistencies and contradictions a reader may discover). They are tools which can be added to, built upon, improved, 
and discarded. Issues outside the Codicon’s scope include, for example, questions about the importance of the direction a 
glyph is facing, size, connections to other glyphs, proximity of one style of glyph to another, the psychological/symbolic 
conflations within fantamorphs, the relation of rock art images to the surrounding topography, identification and separation 
of discreet tableaus on the same surface based on patina, style, and topology, and the paleoecology of the surrounding 
area. These, and many other issues, could be explored. What we learn in the process might add to our understanding of 
these ancient cultures.   11

 Heizer and Baumhoff were on the right track but, in my opinion, did not close the deal. See my comments between Figures 159 and 160.9

 I have named, but not coded, other motifs which I mention in Game Drive: Appendix B,  including ‘confused’, ‘fence tender’, and ‘underneath’.10

 One impediment to rock art research is the lack of a comprehensive, on-line rock art depository/catalogue for the West and the World. In order 11

to do the amount of observation necessary for pattern recognition, researchers must travel a lot and acquire a large image-bank of their own, and 
it’s still never enough. A catalogue would be useless if there were no patterns, but even casual observers see some of the most obvious patterns; 
herds of sheep, hunters with weapons, various kinds of zig-zags, waves, dotted lines, loops, etc. A catalogue might help identify both use-patterns 
and dispersal patterns over time and space for some of these icons and motifs.

It would also be useful, in my opinion, if rock art researchers put more effort into recording and analyzing the topography around a site.
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Glossary

I developed definitions for frequently used terms. Some definitions are for common concepts. Some are novel to this work, 

Archaic - See Desert Culture

Contain and capture - A hunting strategy used in a game drive. Containment intentions are frequently illustrated by linear 
design elements including various kinds of lines, Hand Holders, drive lanes, gates, enclosures, and so on.

Conceal and surprise - A hunting strategy suited to bow-and arrow technology, but not atlatl technology.

Conflation - A conflation combines different design elements directly or by using lines. I assume that this artistic device 
also combined symbolic meanings. I consider all conflations to be fantamorphs. The frequency of these kinds of icons, 
and the range of elements used to create them, suggests that Basketmaker culture looked on the metaphysical world as a 
malleable, plastic environment. It also suggests that Basketmaker artists were afforded a great deal of artistic license.

Connection - As I analyzed the art I was surprised at how often linear icons connect disparate design elements. Eventually 
I chose a code, cn, to record this phenomena. 

Desert Culture or Desert Archaic Culture - A subsistence mode that evolved and adapted in western North America after 
the evaporation of the Pleistocene Lakes began, c. 9,000 B.C. In the early 1960‘s, Jesse Jennings of the University of 
Utah identified the culture through artifact arrays and carbon dating results. 

The Desert Archaic culture existed from about 4,000 B.C. to 0 A.D. The Desert Culture artifact record remained consistent 
and diagnostic from Oregon to Central America, but it gave rise to a number of separate artistic traditions; Barrier Canyon, 
Glen Canyon Linear, Great Basin Rectilinear, Pecos Polychrome, and Grand Canyon Esplinade to name a few.  12

Baketmaker art is frequently placed on top of Archaic art with, I assume, similar symbolic intent. If there is some question 
as to which culture created an etched design, I tend to choose an Archaic designation.
 

 I have not seen any work that attempts to identify and differentiate the styles, ranges, or dates of the various Archaic artistic expressions.12
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Design element - A a discrete form used in making an icon; for example a zig zag, the Cat-in-the-Hat ‘tail’, or the pose of a 
Panic Sheep. A design element may appear in different places, with varied executions, but it implies a similar intent 
wherever it is used.

Drive lane - An area between two parallel linear features, man-made and/or topological. 

Drive line - A linear artistic or topological feature within a tableau that could be construed as an impassible barrier which 
would contain and/or direct a fleeing animal.

Escape terrain - Any topographic feature that would allow animals to elude pursuit. Sheep biologists typically use this term 
to describe the kind of steep, open terrain that bighorns favor for escaping predators. I include any canyon, crack, rock 
rim, slope, etc. that a determined sheep could move across and elude capture.

Fantamorph - A figure with fantastic and improbable features. I assume that fantamorphs represent creatures with 
supernatural energy, implying a metaphysical element in Basketmaker culture. The number of improbable icons - a sheep 
with a lion track for a tail or a hunter with a neck longer than his leg - attests to the Basketmaker appreciation of artistic 
imagination. See Footnote 6 for the etymology of this term.

Fantastic - An adjective to describe designs and design elements that are ‘imaginary’, ‘not real’, and ‘impossible’; for 
example, the very long hooves on some sheep or huge, embellished horns. I assume that figures with fantastic design 
elements are expressions of a ‘spirit world’ and define any figure they appear on as a fantamorph.

Game drive - There are many ways to use topography to disadvantage large numbers of animals; jumps, mires, cul-de-
sacs, sand dunes, etc. These are often used in combination with man-made artifacts like drive lines, drive lanes, corrals, 
traps, and blinds I use the generic term ‘game drive’ for all such activities even though ‘driving’ the animals may not have 
played as large a part of the the hunt as ‘herding’, if it was planned to take advantage of the preys’ natural routines and 
responses to stimulus.

Game drive corridor - A stretch of Mill Creek’s South Fork I call Upper Right is heavily entrenched. The vertical walls of the 
entrenchment hold the rock art. After three miles, the entrenchment ends and so does the art. The analogy to a corridor in 
an art gallery is apt.  
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Hand Holders - Groups of humans holding hands. Hand Holders function like linear containment elements. I count each 
group of Hand Holders as a single icon. When I record a Hand Holder array I acknowledge all the members in the group 
with a number in front of the code. Five Hand Holders is recorded as 5HH. 

Hunting magic - Rituals and rites performed to assure a successful hunt. I discuss hunting magic in the Spirit Sheep 
section of this document, Figure 131. 

Icon - Any discreet glyph, including all of its design elements.

Inference -  A symbol’s relationship to adjacent and nearby symbols may inform and enhance its meaning and theirs. If a 
known intent is ascribed to one icon, that intent may be inferable to the intent of a nearby symbol. I then consider the 
possibility of a similar meaning and intent for the second symbol wherever it appears, whether or not one of the original 
informing icons is nearby. I describe  this process in the Introduction.

Intent - I assume that most rock art was created for a culturally recognized purpose, a defined intent. It was not graffiti or 
‘art-for-art’s-sake’. Without an assured or assumed intent for any type of icon, pattern recognition is impossible and 
interpretation is futile. Based on inferences derived initially from the Rosetta Panel (front cover and Figure 68), I assume 
that most rock art was made to enable, enact, and fulfill the demands of hunting magic and use that assumption as the 
first default in an interpretive hierarchy.

Motif - An artistic design or arrangement with a recognizable intent shared by design elements and icons within a tableau. 
Containment, for example, is motif that has common has patterns of expression. For example, Hand Holders and 
Crosshatch lines are expressions of a containment motif that informs the tableaus in which these icons appear.

ni - ‘no Idea’. Many glyphs are indecipherable. Still, it took time and effort to make marks in the stone, even if we don’t 
know what they mean. The ni code records artists’ efforts without posing an interpretation or value.

Patina - A coating of mineral and biological deposits on a stone surface. Ancient artists often, not always, placed rock art 
figures on surfaces with a dark patina, creating a contrast between the darker wall and the light, bright color of the newly 
chipped and/or abraded glyph. 

12
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Patinas develop at different rates on different surfaces so they cannot be used for absolute dating. However, glyphs on the 
same wall may have similar re-patination rates, so a lighter glyph is probably newer than a darker glyph. This allows 
relative dating on a panel with multiple artistic incidents.

Pattern recognition - The order of the scientific method is observation, pattern recognition, hypothesis. I have observed 
enough Moab Basketmaker rock art to posit use-patterns that suggest similar intentions for many icons and tableaus. This 
allowed me to develop hypotheses such as those found in Game Drive.

Predator/prey conflation - Combing a hunting-related design element with a prey-species figure is a common technique 
among fantamorphs.

Tableau - On some panels several glyphs coordinate to suggest a storyline, creating a tableau. Tableaus often illustrate 
common motifs. The arrangement of icons sometimes speaks to the existence of a tableau even if its meaning is 
indecipherable.

Use-pattern: See Pattern recognition
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PART 2: MOAB ROCK ART CODES

I developed eighty-four codes to use in my interpretative work. I have tried to keep these codes to two letters. If the code 
represents a single word I use a capital and lower case letter; “Anthropomorph - An”.  If the code represents two words I 
use two capitals; “Bird Head - BH”. 13

If two words create a duplication of initials, for example ‘Bird Track’ and ‘Bear Track’, I use two letters for the more 
common icon, and three letters for the less frequently seen of the two. “Bird Track - BT. Bear Track - BeT.” 

The “No Idea”, “Connected”, and “Topology” designations use two lower case letters; No Idea - ni, Connected - cn, 
Topology - to.  I designate “Connected” in my field diagrams with a small circle and on my digital diagrams with a hash 
tag, #.

For a repetitive design such as Loops (Lo), Triangle Lines (TL), and Hand Holders (HH) I may indicate the number of 
loops, triangles, or anthropomorphs in a single icon by placing the number of discrete components first. For example, a 
single line of five Hand Holders is written as 5HH. This allows me to record the group as a single icon while noting the 
level of the artist’s effort. I use this most often for Hand Holders, Burden Carriers, and ‘nested’ layers of multiple lines. For 
example, I code a set of three nested Wavy lines as ‘3Wa’.

If a single image contains several interpretive elements, those elements may be registered by using a conflation of codes. 
For example, a Bird Headed anthropomorph, facing left, throwing an atlatl is written as “<BHAT”.

I arrange the codes into the following categories:
 
Anthropomorphs: Figures 4-77. includes bodies, headdresses and adornments, stances, and sexes. 

Zoomorphs and Tracks: Figures 70-148. Includes sheep and deer, their stances and tracks, predators and their tracks, 
and Spirit Sheep.  

 This Codicon includes all my codes. Not all of these coded glyphs appear in Upper Right Hand. That is why the table of symbols for Game Drive 13

contains fewer codes.
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Fantamorphs: Figures 149-159. See Footnote 6. 

Geometrics: Figures 160-224. includes lines of various configuration and geometrics such as bags, mazes, and grids. 

Miscellaneous is mostly No Idea glyphs, but also includes fantamorphic conflations composed of design elements from 
two or more categories.

ANTHROPOMORPHS 

Headdresses and adornments:

Anthropomorph - An
Bird Head - BH Figures 4 - 7
Basketmaker Necklace/Belt - BM Figures 1 -3
Cat-in-the-Hat - CH Figures 8 -12
Four Horn - FH Figures 27 - 29

Quail Bun - QB Figures 13 - 15
Rake Head - RH
Shield - Sd, Spear - Sr Figure 19
Skinned Head - Sk Figure 67A
Split Horn - SH Figure 20
Staff Man - SM Figures 21 - 22
Two Horn - TH ( Figure 23 - 26

Stances:

Atlatl Thrower - AT Figures 30 - 38
Arms Down - AD Figure 39
Arms Up - AU Figure 40
Bow and Arrow - BA Figures 43 - 46
Burden Carrier - BC Figures 47 - 49 
Flute Players - FP Figures 50 -51
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Hand Holders - HH Figures 54 -59
Hand Up - HU Figures 60 - 64
Running At - RA Figure 65 - 67
Walking - Wk
Upside Down - UD  Figure 63

The Sexes:
Female - Fe Figures 68 - 74
Male - Ma Figures 75 - 77

ZOOMORPHS AND TRACKS

Bear - Be, Bear Track BeT Figures 79 - 80
Bird - Bi, Bird Track -BT Figures 81 -83

Bird species: Because of the many species of Bird a separate list is used.
Goose - Go Figures 84 - 87
Heron - He Figures 88 - 90
Owl - Ow Figures 91 - 92
Raptor - Ra Figure 93

Buffalo - Bu, Buffalo Track - Bu     Figures 94 - 9514

Cat - Ca, Cat Track - CT  Figures 96 - 110
Deer or elk - De
Dog/Coyote/Canine - Dg Figures 111 -113
Hand Print - HP,  Man Track (foot print) - MT Figure 114
Predator - Pr, Predator Track - PT Figures 115 - 119
Sheep - Sh Figure 12015

 Buffalo tracks and images are rare near Moab. There are some north of town of Ute origin. To my knowledge, Basketmakers did not make 14

much, if any, buffalo art. I include codes for them here because they are local and impressive, if not particularly germane to the discussion at hand.

 Sheep stances also apply to deer, elk, and zoomorphs. For sheep in one stance or another I omit the ‘Sh’ symbol and simply use the stance 15

code.  For other animals I identify the animal and its stance.  A startled sheep, therefore, appears as “St”.  A startled deer  as “StDe”.
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Sheep stances: Because of the many types of stance a separate list is used. 
Bloody Nose - BN Figures 121 - 122
Cu - Curious - Cu Figures 123 - 124
Lp - Lips - Lp Figures 125 - 126
Pa - Panic - Pa Figures 127 - 129
Pl - Placid - Pl Figures 130 - 131)
Spirit Deer/Elk - SD 
Spirit Sheep - SS Figures 132 - 139
Startle - St Figures 140 - 142
Weak - We Figures 143 - 142
Sheep Track - Tr

Snake - Sn Figures 145 - 147
Zoomorph (unidentified animal) - Zo Figure 148

FANTAMORPHS (Fa): Fantamorphs often include supernatural features, such as a three-horned sheep, or combine 
several design elements such as a sheep with lion feet. These conflations can sometimes be coded, but not always. For 
example, a sheep-headed anthropomorph, one of the most common, can be noted as ‘ShAn’. A more complicated 
fantamorph could include more codes. Because of the individualistic and imaginative nature of many fantamorphs, a 
narrative description is often required. The two most common fantamorphs are the Spirit Sheep and Trapman figures. 
Because they are so common, I do not use ‘Fa’ when they appear. I include their codes elsewhere. 

Fantamorph - Fa Figures 149 - 159

GEOMETRICS AND CONNECTIONS: Linear and Geometric

Connections - cn Figure 160

Linear

Line - Li Figures 161 - 163
Crosshatch Line - Cr Figure 164
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Dotted Line - Do Figure 165
Meander LIne - Me Figures 166 - 167
Triangle Line - TL Figures 168 - 170
Wavy Lines - Wa Figures 171 - 175

Geometric

Bag - Ba Figures 176 - 178
Circle - Ci, Concentric Circles - CC Figures 179 - 18)
Fence-like lines - Fn Figures 181 - 182
Forked or tined lines - Fo (I generally us the Gate icon for this)
Gate - Ga Figures 183 - 187
Geometric - Ge
Grid - Gr Figures 188 - 191
Hunting Star- HS Figures 192 - 197 
Knob - Kn Figures 199 - 204
Lobed Circle - LC Figure198
Loops - Lo Figures 205  208
Maze - Mz Figures 209 - 210
Spirals - Sp Figures 211 - 215
Split Tips - ST Figures 216 - 221
Trapman - TM Figures 222 - 224

MISCELLANEOUS 

AA - Atlatl (typically the fletching and/or shaft unattached to another glyph)  Figure 38
Abrasions- Ab
Archaic - Ar
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Connected - cn or #16

Escape Terrain - ET
Lost Paint - LP
Petroglyph - Pe
Pictograph - Pi
Tableau - Ta
Topological feature - to

NO IDEA  (ni) 

Many petroglyphs are indefinable; i.e., ‘ni’. An ‘ni’ may resemble a known form and be placed where one might expect, for 
example, a sheep in a line of sheep.  However, if the form is not definitive, my tendency is to code it as an ‘ni’.

Table 1: Basketmaker Rock Art Interpretive Codes

AA  - Atlatl Fe - Female QB -Quail Bun

Ab - Abraded figure Fn - Fence RH - Rake Head

AD - Arms Down FH - Four Horn Ra - Raptor

Ar - Archaic FP - Flute Player RA - Running At

AT - Atlatl Thrower Ga - Gate Sh - Sheep

AU - Arms Up Ge - Geometric Sd - Shield

Ba - Bag Go - Goose Sk - Skinned Head

BM  Basketmaker belt/ necklace Gr - Grid Sn - Snake

 Rock art figures are often connected to each other. These connections can be made by lines, limbs, clothes, or other means. Most connections 16

appear to be intentional and have to be noted if the artist’s intent is to be discerned. The connections between Hand Holders are integral to the 
design and not recorded separately.
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Be - Bear x HH  - (No.) Hand Holders Sr - Spear

Bi - Bird.  BT- Bird Track HP - Hand Print Sp - Spiral

BH - Bird Head HU - Hands Up SD - Spirit Deer

BN - Bloody Nose He - Heron SS - Spirit Sheep

BA - Bow and Arrow HS - Hunting Star SH - Split Horn

Bu - Buffalo La - Ladder (discontinued) ST - Split Tip

BC - Burden Carrier Li - Line SM - Staff Man

Ca - Cat Lp - Lips St - Startle Sheep

CT - Cat Track LC - Lobed Circle Ta - Tableau

CH - Cat-in-the-Hat Lo - Loops TH - Two Horn

Ci - Circle LP - Lost Paint TL - Triangle Line

CC - Concentric Circles Ma - Male TM - Trap Man

cn or # - Connected MT - Man Track to - Topological Feature

Cr - Crosshatched Line Mz - Maze Tr - Sheep or Unknown Track

Cu - Curious Sheep Me - Meander Line UD - Upside Down

De -  Deer, Elk ni - No Idea Wa - Wavy Line

Dg - Dogs, Canines Pa - Panic Sheep We - Weak Sheep

Do - Dots, Dotted Line Owl - Ow Wk - Walking

ET - Escape Terrain Pl - Placid Sheep Zo - Zoomorph

Fa - Fantamorph Pr - Predator or Predator Track ZZ - Zig Zag
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DIAGRAMING PANELS

I created the codes to diagram panels onto charts. Charts aren’t necessary in the Codicon since it deals with discreet 
icons, not entire panels. I include this discussion to show how I used the codes to create charts and a data base in Game 
Drive.
 
DIRECTION: The charts in Game Drive indicate activity for icons by using action-identity symbols like the ones below. 
Basketmaker rock art is rich with representation, action, and relationship. These ‘action codes’ assist the reader of a chart 
in understanding an icon’s role and relationships in a tableau. 

I use carats (^, <, >) to indicate the orientation of a line, or the motion of an anthropomorph or zoomorph. These symbols 
do not appear much in the text of the Codicon but I use them frequently when diagramming a panel in Game Drive. For 
example:

Wa> - Horizontal Wavy Line
^Wa - Vertical Wavy Line
< An - Anthropomorph facing left
An > - Anthropomorph facing right
<Sh - sheep facing left
Sh> - sheep facing right

SIZE. If an icon is of exceptional size, I use a dotted line to show that. For example, A horizontal Wavy line looks like this:

Wa……………………………...

A vertical Wavy line looks like this:
:
:
:
Wa.

I also use dotted lines to outline topological features that may have been used as design elements, like spalls, cracks, or 
topological boundaries.
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In the field I recorded panels on graph paper using a grid to place the codes. An icon can be referenced by its location on 
the grid; for example B3 or D7. These types of diagrams can be used to do numerical take-offs for a data base.

Above. A chart from my field notes of the Banner Panel, Figure 24. This is one of the first charts I made. Digital charts in 
Game Drive were built primarily by examining my photographic records using field notes like these where photographs 
were not adequate. There are 139 charts in Game Drive. 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PART 3: DEFINITIONS AND CODES

ANTHROPOMORPHS: Headdresses and Adornments

BASKETMAKER NECKLACE/BELT (BM):  

Each Basketmaker necklace/belt represents a single anthropomorph. The necklace and belt were pecked in. The rest of 
the figure was probably painted, but the paint is almost always gone. They often appear in lines, suggesting a Hand 
Holder function. The BM appears occasionally in other parts of the Basketmaker region but is most common near Moab 
suggesting territorial differentiations among Basketmaker bands and/or tribes.

Figure 1. Old Folks Home Panel, Mob Rim.  A line of Lost Paint Basketmaker necklace/belt figures. They are sporting 17

Cat-in-the-Hat headdresses, an unusual but not rare affectation. The linear arrangement suggests that they were in a 
Hand Holder configuration. Figure 209 shows a similar arrangement.

 I indicate a panel’s name in italics. I coined most of the names myself. It’s easier for me to work with the panels this way than referring to them 17

with GPS coordinates or catalogue numbers. 
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Figure 2. Hidden Valley, Moab. The Cat-in-the-Hat figure on the right is wearing a necklace but not a belt.
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Figure 3. Johnson’s Slot Panel, South Fork of Mill Creek. 

The Johnson’s Slot Panel has several necklace/belt figures, such as 
this one, which still have paint in them. This panel was key to 
solidifying the anthropomorphic interpretation of the necklace/belt 
icon.18

 Rock Art in the Mill Creek Game Drive Corridor discusses almost all of Upper Right’s two hundred panels, including this one..  18
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BIRD HEAD (BH)

The Bird Head is common in the Basketmaker art of 
the San Juan River drainage a hundred miles south of 
Moab. It makes occasional appearances in Moab, 
often playing an active role in a hunting tableau, such 
as a Hand Holder, Atlatl Thrower, or Flute Player.

In the Moab area these roles are commonly assumed 
by the Cat-in-the-Hat. This suggests that the Bird 
Head and Cat-in-the-Hat are closely related symbols 
and that a certain amount of cultural homogeneity 
existed between the two regions.  

See Figures 56 and 108 for other Bird Heads. 

Figure 4. Cave Tower Ruins Panel, Cedar Mesa, 
Utah. A well-made Bird Head figure of typical design 
from the San Juan River Basin. A second, smaller 
Bird Head is to his left.
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Figure 5. Linear Dudes Panel, South Fork of Mill Creek. This Arms Up Bird Head is part of a hunting tableau in the Mill 
Creek Game Drive Corridor.
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Figure 6. Confluence Panel, Mill Creek Confluence, Moab. A Bird Head Atlatl Thrower, center,is part of hunting tableau at 
the confluence of the North and South Forks of Mill Creek in Moab. Two more Bird Heads, upper/left, are part of an active 
group, possibly game drivers.
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Figure 7. Confluence Panel, Mill Creek Confluence. A Bird Head, right, plays a flute on the same panel. An Atlatl Thrower, 
upper/left, has no headdress, a rarity 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CAT-IN-THE-HAT (CH)
The Cat-in-the-Hat icon has a single appendage for a 
headdress. It is common in the Moab area. Most local 
Atlatl Throwers have the Cat-in-the-Hat headdress. This 
suggests that some Basketmaker hunters may have 
been members of a specialized society. 

In a small number of male Basketmaker exhumations the 
deceased has a single braid coming from the top of his 
head. This braid may be represented in rock art by the 
Cat-in-the-Hat headdress. I think it may symbolize a 
mountain lion’s tail and the hunter’s connection to a lion 
spirit. Based on the rarity of this hairdo in the 
archeological record, a limited number of men were 
initiates of this society.19

Figure 8. Ray Panel, Hidden Valley. A Cat-in-the-Hat with 
a long headdress was pecked on top of a larger, abraded 
Cat-in-the-Hat, which is in a line with three similar figures. 
Compare this headdress to the lion’s tail on the adjacent 
Pounce Panel, Figure 100. 

The Ray Panel panel is on an astronomical site which 
marks the Equinox. These Cat-in-the Hat figures were 
abraded and pecked over Archaic art, suggesting that 
this site was used for both astronomical observances and 
hunting magic rites by successive cultures for thousands 
of years. See Figure 13 and 14.

 I wonder if Basketmaker Indians, between game drives, protected big horn herds from mountain lion predators to increase the herd size. 19

Perhaps the Cat-in-the-Hat headdress was only worn by men who had killed a lion. In many cultures, the hunter who kills an alpha predator may 
attain increased status.
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Figure 9. This Basketmaker mummy has a single, long braid 
starting at the crown of his head. In the early 20th century his 
body was dug up by Kidder and Guernsy from a site near 
Kayenta, Arizona, then moved to Massachusetts.
  
Helen Wormington describes the hairdo this way:

In some cases the hair was clipped away to form an 
exaggerated part and tonsure, and from the hair at the top of 
the head was formed a queue about the thickness of a 
pencil, which was wound with cord for the entire length. The 
reason for this variation in hair dressing is not known.  20

 

  Prehistoric Indians of the Southwest, Wormington, H. Denver Museum of Natural History, 1947. Page 35. The photograph is from Prehistoric 20

Southwesterners from Basketmaker to Pueblo, Amsden, Charles Avery. Los Angeles Southwest Museum, 1949. Plate XXX.
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Figure 10. Up, Up, and Away Panel, South Fork of Mill Creek. A Cat-in-the-Hat hurls his atlatl at a herd of bighorn sheep. 
Most Atlatl Throwers in the Moab area sport a Cat-in-the-Hat headdress.
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Figure 11. Ray Panel, Hidden Valley. A Bird Head and Cat-in-the-Hat hurl atlatls at each other. These figures appear in the 
bottom of Figure 13. They are about three inches tall. Their poses suggest ritual or formal combat. Conflict in 
Basketmaker culture is well-documented, ritual and otherwise. See Figure 37, for another example of a Cat-in-the-Hat and 
a Bird Head fighting with atlatls. Both panels are near arena-like spaces; small, flat-bottomed valleys surrounded by rock 
formations which could have been used as viewing areas.
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Figure 12. Flat Canyon Panel, 
Desolation Canyon, Green River. A 
Hands Up Cat-in-the-Hat figure with 
an unpecked Basketmaker necklace, 
upper/left. This panel is on the Green 
River about ninety miles north of 
Moab, an area rich in Fremont Indian 
remains, including rock art. 

The earliest Fremont site, so 
designated by archeologists, is c. 200 
AD, at Steinaker Gap, a little north 
and west of Flat Canyon. That site 
closely resembles Basketmaker pit 
house sites in the Moab area from 
that time. It is likely that the Fremont 
culture began as Basketmakers 
migrated from south to north. Over 
the next five hundred years the 
Fremont went on to prosper, forging a 
new tribal identity north and west of 
Moab. 

Fremont culture was widespread until 
about 1300 AD. Like the Basketmaker 
culture, it had a rich rock art tradition. 
It was notable for Rake Head 
headdresses and large necklaces, 
two common Basketmaker motifs.
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QUAIL BUN (QB)

The Quail Bun looks like a single hair bun at the back of the neck with a split feather attached on top, perhaps a quail 
feather. I have seen it near, or as part of, several astronomical panels. This symbol is common in some Fremont art to the 
north, for example, on Warrior Ridge in Nine Mil Canyon. There, many Quail Bun figures are holding bows-and-arrows, 
suggesting a metamorphosis in the symbol’s meaning and use among the Fremont.21

Figure 13. Ray Panel, Hidden Valley. On Equinox mornings, as the sun comes over the cliff line, oblique sunlight streams 
down the shallow ridges on this panel creating a ‘ray-like’ effect. The last spot on the panel to get direct Equinox light is 
the Quail Bun on the large figure.

 All references to astronomical phenomena in this document concern my own discoveries. For another astronomical example from Hidden Valley 21

see Raven Eats the Sun Panel,  Figure 53.  My Seasons of the Sacred Sky: Moab’s Ancient Astronomers discuss this site in detail.
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Figure 14. Ray Panel, Hidden Valley. The Quail Bun figure was pecked on top of earlier Archaic art. To the right of the 
Quail Bun, etched lines show broad shoulders and a tower-like head filled with crosshatching, common Archaic design 
elements. A line extends from the Archaic’s head to the other side of the ‘feather’. There, a grid-filled circle probably 
represents the fletching on an Archaic atlatl symbol. 

This panel is in a slightly convex face and the Quail Bun and ‘fletching’ are the last part of the panel to get sunlit on the 
Equinox. Archaic astronomical markers are rare.

The etched lines probably provided the template for a multi-colored paint job on the Archaic anthropomorph. Whether or 
not it still held paint when the Basketmaker artist created the Quail Bun figure, he was probably aware of earlier traditions 
and uses associated with this site. 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RAKE HEAD (RH)

Rake Heads have a comb-like or rake-like headdress that resembles some fence-like figures. They appear throughout the 
Moab area. I posit the Rake Head as a ceremonial, supervisory, or authority figure. They seldom demonstrate action, such 
as Atlatl Thrower or Hands Up poses. Rake Heads are often on the same panels and tableaus as these types of figures, 
but tend to stand on the periphery. They might be acting as observers or overseers.  22

Figure 15. Up, Up, and Away Panel, South Fork of Mill Creek. These Rake Head figures, lower/right, are separated from 
an active hunting tableau by a topological barrier. Rake Heads often ‘stand apart’ from the bulk of a tableau’s action.

The Rake Head is often interpreted as originating in the Fremont culture where many elaborate Rake Heads appear. 
However, its frequent association in the Moab area with datable symbols, such as atlatls, which predate Fremont culture, 
suggests that its roots were Moab Basketmaker. The Rake Head iconography may have been part of a cultural  package 
that migrated north from the Colorado Plateau around 200  AD. See Figure 12 for this discussion.

 For an ethnographer’s account of tribal authority figures in a game drive context see Julian Steward’s description of Paiute hunting practices in 22

the early 20th century. Steward notes that antelope hunts required an accomplished hunt director, often recruited from elsewhere. Without one, an 
antelope drive would not take place. The hunt director did not have to be a shaman. Basin-Plateau Aboriginal Sociopolitical Groups.  Steward, 
Julian H.  Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of American Ethnology.  Washington, D.C. 1938
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Figure 16. Confluence of North and South Mill Creek. On this panel the ‘rake’ design element is used both as a headdress 
and as a winglike fringe under the arms The latter is a common Archaic artistic convention. This panel might demonstrate 
the cultural evolution of the Rake Head’s design and meaning from Archaic to Basketmaker. 

An extravagant fantamorph with a rake-like ‘apron’, center/left, resembles two figures in Upper Right which are part of a 
probable game drive site more than ten miles upstream. See Figures 220 and 221. 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Figure 17. North Fork of Mill Creek (Left Hand). The large figure is about three feet high and holds a spear. These Rake 
Heads are near Figure 16. A lighter patina suggests that these are newer.  

This panel is across the canyon from a large habitation site. It is possible that these Rake Heads symbolized an intent to 
maintain civic order in a lively social environment. Their ‘shields’ may represent this authority. Compared to the Rake 
Heads on Figure 16, this panel has a formal feel. This suggests that, as Basketmaker culture evolved, it developed a 
more conventional character. Fremont Rake Heads resemble these figures but are typically more elaborate.

The Shield, upper/right, looks more spectral than material.
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Figure 18. Lion’s Back Panel, Moab. This panel is just outside the mouth of Mill Creek Canyon, less than a mile from 
Figure 16. One Rake Head holds a Bow-and-Arrow, indicating that this panel was made after 300 A.D. 

Rake Heads seldom display action in Basketmaker panels. The archer here may be from a Basketmaker/Fremont 
transition phase or from a later Fremont era. Fremont Indians lived in the Moab area from about 900 AD to 1300 AD, when 
recognizable traces of their culture evaporated across the region.
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SHIELD (Sd) and SPEAR (Sr)

Shields and Spears are rare in the Moab area. Shields may indicate status, combat, or something else, like a rolled-up net 
or metaphysical symbol. See Figure 17, 137, and 176 for other shield-like designs.

Figure 19. Valley City, Moab. This panel contains an unusually large number of Shield and Spear bearing figures, some of 
which still hold red paint. This panel has a view of an expanse of flat desert bordered by cliffs ten miles to the north. I think 
it would make a good lookout or defensive position against invaders from that direction, which is what these figures may 
be doing. This is speculation.
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SPLIT HORN (SH) 

The Split Horn figure has two horns on its headdress, each splitting into two more. Sometimes it resembles an antelope 
horn, but it appears many places not commonly frequented by antelope. Split Horn design variations may or may not have 
similar symbolic values. I have not identified a pattern in any of its appearances or uses. 

Figure 20. Moab Man Panel, Moab. The Split Horn figure, left, is in a stance I call Running At. His ear ornaments are 
swinging with his pace. This stance appears in Archaic, Basketmaker, and Fremont art throughout the region. 
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STAFF MAN (SM)

The Staff Man carries a single stick. This figure is rare in the Moab area. It may represent a traveler, a guide, an old man, 
a shaman, any, all, or none of the above. There are two Staff Man icons on the Raven Eats the Sun Panel in Hidden 
Valley, Figures 47 and 53.

Figure 21. Polka Dot Man Panel, Potash Road, Moab. The Staff Man is at far left. The Staff Man is unusual in the Moab 
area. It appears more often in San Juan Basketmaker art and, on occasion, Archaic art. 

A Spirit Deer, far right, is the only zoomorphic glyph from this era I know of that has a clearly rendered penis and scrotum. 
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Figure 22. Polka Dot Man Panel, Potash Road, Moab. Distinct feathers are not common in Basketmaker art. The knee 
cap design is unusual. There may be a resemblance to the Atlatl Thrower’s knee, Figure 10, or even to the Wolf Man 
Panel, 100 miles to the south near Bluff, Utah. 

The association with a herd of sheep suggests that this is not a digging or planting stick.
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TWO HORN (TH)

Two Horn figures are common. They have many variations. In Basketmaker hunting tableaus they typically appear in less 
energetic stances such as Arm Down and Arms Up. They are sometimes Hand Holders joined, on occasion, with Cat-in-
the-Hat figures. They rarely appear in Hands Up or Atlatl Thrower stances. This may indicate that they took supporting 
roles in a game drive, but were not the stars of the show, like Atlatl Throwers or Flute Players.

Figure 23. Highland Panel, South Fork of Mill Creek, Lower Right Hand. Arms Down Two Horns in a tableau with Placid 
sheep and a large Spirit Deer, right. These ‘horns’ may actually be hair buns.
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Figure 24. Banner Panel, South Fork of Mill Creek. The Banner Panel is the first one in the Mill Creek Game Drive 
Corridor. Here, sheep that would have come off the mesa above were gathered in preparation for the drive to their doom. 
At this stage it would have been important not to frighten them and risk them finding a way to run out of the trap. On this 
panel, despite the agitation of the sheep, the Two Horns are all in composed, Arms Down stances.

The large sheep, left, is probably a Spirit Sheep. It is the first glyph in the game drive corridor and in a position to keep an 
eye on all that proceeds. This ‘watchful’ behavior pattern is an identifying trait of many Spirit Sheep.
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Figure 25. Junipers 5 Panel, South Fork of Mill Creek. Two Horn figures often join in Hand Holder lines, sometimes with 
Cat-in-the-Hat figures. 

A Bag symbol, top, has two small zoomorphs next to it. They may be Cats, one with a lowered head. The Ambush Panel, 
Figure 176, across the canyon shares several of the same design elements. I discuss this Cat design at Proudfoot Panel, 
Figure 156.
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Figure 26. Horn Section Panel, South Fork of Mill Creek. The only Two Horn Atlatl Thrower I know. His atlatl spear is well-
defined. 

There is probably an etched and abraded figure with an incised necklace, upper/left. It may be Archaic.
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FOUR HORN (FH)

The Four Horn is unusual. It may play an important role in some hunting tableaus.

Figure 27. West Black Panic Panel, South Fork of Mill Creek. The Four Horn figure, right, has a prominent place in a 
containment tableau that includes a drive lane formed by topological features, vertical Wavy lines, Hand Holders, Panic 
sheep, and a Cat Track. His design and circumstances resemble those of a Four Horn in Figure 24.

Two vertical Wavy lines span the drive lane. I discuss the ‘vertical Wavy line’ motif at Butt Crack Panel, Figure 174.
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Figure 28. SITLA Man Panel, Johnson’s Up-On-Top Mesa, south side. Upper Right is on the north side of the mesa.
This Four Horn headdress is made of horns from two sheep. The body is filled by a net or grid. 
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Figure 29. Dark Angel Panel, Arches National Park. This variation of the Four Horn motif is probably Archaic. Similar 
figures appear in many places on the Colorado Plateau. 

The zoomorph, left, is a Predator or Predatory/Prey conflation. Compare its front feet to tracks on the nearby Skyline 
Panel, Figure 118. 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ANTHROPOMORPHS: Stances and Actions                             

ATLATL (AA) and ATLATL THROWER (AT)

The atlatl, a spear-throwing device, was in common use 
among Basketmakers until the bow-and-arrow was 
introduced into the area around 300-500 AD. Atlatl 
throwers assume a distinctive stance. In rock art the atlatl 
dart is often not pecked in, but the pose is telling. Some 
depictions of the atlatl have a circle or oval at one end, 
bisected by a line. This is probably a depiction of the 
fletching at the end of the spear. The Ray Panel, Figure 
14, has an Archaic atlatl that may serve as an 
astronomical marker.

Basketmaker art features more atlatls than the bow-and-
arrows. For example, in a three-mile stretch of Upper 
Right Hand I have identified at least thirty atlatl throwers
but only seven bow-and-arrow users, a proportion similar 
to other parts of the region. This suggests that more of 
Moab’s Basketmaker art was made before 500 AD than 
after.

Figure 30. Atlatl Thrower. The atlatl dart is fitted to a spur 
at the end of a short stick. The stick provides extra 
leverage that allows a kill-shot at over a hundred feet. 
Because an Atlatl Thrower needs to be standing and 
striding, this weapon does not lend itself to hunting 
strategies that require concealment and surprise. Those 
tactics are more suited to the bow-and-arrow.
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Figure 31. Big Cat Panel, South Fork of Mill Creek. An Atlatl Thrower hurls his weapon. There may be extra darts In his 
other hand. Most Atlatl Throwers in the Moab area have the Cat-in-the-Hat headdress. I discuss the small dog in front of 
the hunter in Figure 112.

The animals at the end of the two lines are missing legs. I interpret them as Weak sheep. I discuss the Weak sheep motif 
at Magic Theater Pass Panel, Figure 143.
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Figure 32. Birthing Rock, Kane Creek, Moab. A Burden Carrier with his throwing stick in one hand and an atlatl dar in the 
other. See Figure 91 for another view of this panel.
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Figure 33. Magic Theater Pass Panel, Kane Creek,Moab. 

A Quail Bun figure, left, his atlatl by his side, kneels before a Spirit Sheep. 

The third figure from the left is a short-eared, long-tailed, round-footed mountain lion following a line of sheep. 

See Figure 143 For a discussion about of the right side of this panel.
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Figure 34. Magic Theater Pass Panel, Kane Creek, Moab. Detail of previous picture.

Note the Quail Bun headdress on the kneeling anthropomorph and the fletching on his atlatl spear. The hunter may be 
honoring, praying, or otherwise paying homage to the Spirit Sheep. I do not know of a similar panel anywhere.

I think the big sheep is a Spirit Sheep, standing aloof from the herd. Spirit Sheep often face away from the flock. I discuss 
this pose at Spirit Sheep Panel, Figure 120. 

The long-tailed, short-eared, round-pawed figure, right, is a mountain lion. I code it as a Cat. The slightly lowered head is 
a design convention seen elsewhere. See Figure 25 and Figure156.
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Figure 35. Dark Angel Panel, Arches National Park. The right side of this panel is shown in Figure 89.  

(1) An atlatl pierces a Weak sheep, the last and smallest in a line of sheep. Behind it is a short-eared zoomorph with 
segmented feet and tined toes, the Cat Track design. It does not have a pecked tail. Perhaps the tail was painted on and 
is now lost. 
(2) Below the Cat, a ‘watching‘ Spirit Sheep with the same pecking style and patina. 
(3) The inverted track appears regionally with toes pointed up and pointed down. Whether it is human, animal, or 
fantamorphic is unknown. A similar track appears on the High Life Panel, Figure 116.
(4) The Geometric figure may be a gate, fence, snare, or some other kind of containment artifact. The anthropomorph next 
to it may be ‘tending’ the trap. 
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 Figure 36. Lion Head Panel, Kane Creek, Moab. 

(1) An atlatl pierces a sheep. Its lips are distended, a design element I discuss in Figure 125. 
(2) The large Running At anthropomorph probably just speared the sheep. He wears a deeply pecked Basketmaker 
necklace, and has a tine-toed Cat Track for a head, a good indicator of what is on his mind.
(3) At his feet is a four-horned Spirit Sheep with round, cat-like feet rather than sheep hooves, a predator/prey conflation. 
(4) Compare the small emblem to a similar design in Figure 77. It may symbolize male virility.
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Figure 37. Chinle Wash, San Juan River Basin, Arizona. A Bird Head throws an atlatl through a Cat-in-the-Hat.23

The Ray Panel, Figure 11, has an example of a Cat-in-the-Hat/Bird Head face-off with atlatls in Moab. Both this panel and 
the Ray Panel are near arena-like spaces; small, flat-bottomed valleys surrounded by rock formations that could have 
held spectators. These panels are almost 150 miles apart.

 Archeologist Phil Geib told me that some Basketmaker exhumations have nicks on the back of the femur and hip, and that this is the most 23

common place that ritual spear-fighters from many cultures get hit. It happens when they turn their back to the opponent to retrieve a spear that 
has gone by. Phil Geib, personal communication.
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Figure 38. Celebration Panel, South Fork of Mill Creek. A Cat-in-the-Hat with his atlatl at rest stands at the end of the MIll 
Creek Game Drive Corridor while a Flute Player, one of nineteen on the panel, performs.

I do not think the vertical crosshatch line is a plant; corn or yucca, for example. It may be an elaborate variation of a 
Crosshatched containment design which, in this case, spans several horizontal Wavy lines, a gate-like function often 
served by a vertical Wavy line. See Figure 174 for a discussion about using vertical lines to indicate containment 
functions. 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ARMS DOWN (AD)

Arms Down is a placid and controlled stance. It may indicate that the hunters wanted to herd the sheep in a passive 
manner without driving or otherwise alarming them. Judging between Arms Down and Arms Up  stances can be 
subjective.

Figure 39. Wilderness Panel, South Fork of Mill Creek. The second panel in the Mill Creek Game Drive Corridor includes 
Arms Down anthropomorphs and fantamorphs. At this stage of the game drive the hunters were probably intent on 
gathering and controlling sheep rather than driving them down canyon, dispersing and scattering them in the process. 

I would code the top two figures on the ‘stacked’ fantamorph as Arms Down and the bottom figure as Arms Up.

Many Two Horn figures are Arms Down, Figures 23 and 24, as well as most Rake Heads, Figure 17.
 
Pairs of Hand Holders are common and may have a different symbolic function than longer lines of Hand Holders.
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ARMS UP (AU)

Arms Up figures represent more animated actors than Arms Down figures. Their upper arms are raised but their hands 
are still below their shoulders. Their shoulders may be hunched or legs in motion. The Arms Up stance may indicate 
gentle movement, keeping the sheep calm and contained while slowly herding them. 

Figure 40. Chock-a-Block Panel, South Fork of Mill Creek. Four Arms Up figures block one end of an elaborate drive lane. 
At left, one sheep communicates to another that this route is not open to them. For another view of this panel see Figure 
182.
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Figure 41. Bud Longneck Panel,  South Fork of Mill Creek. 

An active Arms Up figure walks amid a number of agitated sheep all going the same way. He has Knob icons on this 
headdress. I discuss the Knob design element in Figure 199.  See Figures 134, 157, 169,and 204 for other views of this 
panel. 
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Figure 42. Little Fin Panel, South Fork of MIll Creek. A group of Arms Up figures herd the sheep towards an ever-
narrowing drive lane formed by the funnel-shaped topology of the rock surface. I discuss this panel in Game Drive.

One sheep, upper/right, seems to have found a way past the topological constraints that are affecting the other sheep. It 
may be a Curious sheep making its escape. I discuss Curious sheep in the Moab Man Panel, Figure 123. 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BOW-AND-ARROW (BA)

The Bow-and-Arrow appeared on the Colorado Plateau between 300 and 500 AD. It replaced the atlatl as the projectile of 
choice. This transition is useful for dating Basketmaker rock art. The Bow-and-Arrow provided better opportunities to use 
‘conceal and surprise’ hunting tactics than the atlatl. This may have had profound effects on the ways and traditions of 
atlatl-using societies. Changes in weapon technology have transformed cultures throughout human history.24

Figure 43. Striper Panel, South Fork of Mill Creek. A Two Horn bow-and-arrow user shoots a sheep.  A line from the 
weapon to the target is a common design convention. Above the Bow-and-Arrow a Cat-in-the-Hat figure ‘tends’ a Triangle 
Line. I have identified 200 panels in Upper Right Hand. They contain thirty Atlatl figures and seven Bow-and-Arrow 
figures, a good indication that an atlatl culture made most of the art in this area.

 I discuss this idea at greater length in the Introduction to Game Drive.24
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Figure 44. Oaks Panel, Potash Road, Moab. 

(1) A Spirit creature with fantastic horns and hooves looks on. The design of the horns resembles the Crosshatch lines 
that form corrals on the nearby Potash Panel, Figure 65. Here, the artist may have been combining that containment 
design with a sheep in a predator/prey conflation, a common conflation.
(2) A Two Horn Bow-and-Arrow user fires at a sheep. Linear body-fill, vertical and horizontal, appears in both 
Basketmaker andthropomorphs and zoomorphs. I do not know why and have no code for stripes.
(3) The Cat-in-the-Hat icon is often affiliated with the atlatl. A Cat-in-the-Hat here suggests that this panel was made 
during the Atlatl-to-Bow transition.

See Figure 88 for another view of this panel. See Figure 151 for another Bow-and-Arrow hunting scene. 
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Figure 45. Potash Panel, Potash Road, Moab. The large figures hold bows and shields. This indicates they were made 
after 300 AD. They share distinctive design elements with the Moab Man Panel, Figure 20.  By analogy, then, the Moab 
Man may have been made after 300 A.D.

Figure 65 shows another part of this site. Patina comparisons suggest that the above figures were later additions.  Note 
the patina on the crosshatched line upper/left
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Figure 46. Bear Panel, Potash Road, Moab. This tableau of three Bow-and-arrow users attacking a bear looks like it might 
be an illustration of an actual event. The bear, though of legendary proportions, has five toes on each foot, suggesting that 
it is not a mythic invention. It appears to be pecked on top of an earlier  sheep tableau.
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BURDEN CARRIERS (BC)

Burden Carriers typically appear in orderly lines and carry packs on their backs. This suggests that people traveled 
considerable distances to join neighboring bands for communal events like gathering, hunting, astronomical observances, 
trade, ritual combat/sport, and so on. Such behaviors are well-documented in ethnological testimony. It is reasonable to 
assume that this pattern was common in previous ages and eras as well.25

Figure 47. Raven Eats the Sun Panel, Hidden Valley. A Flute Player leads a parade of Burden Carriers, some with 
erections. Burden Carriers are often associated with flutes. I discuss Flute Players in Figure 51. A Staff Man stands in the 
line, center.

If Raven Eats the Sun is an astronomical panel, one of several at Hidden Valley, this suggests that some Burden Carriers 
had other reasons to travel than harvests, hunts, and courtship. I discuss the astronomy of this site in Figure 52.

Steven Simms discusses communal waterfowl drives and pine nut harvests in Ancient Peoples of the Great Basin and Colorado Plateau, West 25

Coast Press, Walnut Creek, Ca. 2008. Page 41. Julian Steward discusses communal antelope drives among the Paiute. See Footnote 22. 
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Figure 48. Crimp Panel, South Fork of Mill Creek. This artist seems to illustrate an affiliation between the Burden Carriers 
and Crosshatch lines, a containment icon. I wonder if the Burden Carriers might be packing some good nets? See Figure 
162 for a wider view of this panel.26

 Net hunting was common around the world on land and water. Describing a Goshute rabbit drive in the Great Basin in 1917, Joe Egan wrote, 26

“One buck could easily carry a roll of 150 to 200 yards of the small twisted grass twine nets.  Each large family usually has such a roll and at 
times, when living apart from other families, can use them either as traps or to drive; but then, these are only small catches. The drive I witnessed 
was when there was six or eight of these nets together.” Cited in Basin-Plateau Aboriginal Sociopolitical Groups.  Steward, Julian H.  Smithsonian 
Institution, Bureau of American Ethnology.  Washington, D.C. 1938

Colin Turrnbull describes communal net hunting by Pygmies in the Upper Congo Basin. His various accounts are essential reading for anyone that 
wants to understand the personalities, politics, and spirituality in a hunter-gatherer band. The Forest People. Turnbull, Colin. Simon and Schuster, 
1962. 
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Figure 49. Big Picture Panel, South Fork of Mill Creek. These Burden Carriers, like those on the Crimp Panel, may be 
associated with a suite of linear containment symbols. Figures 101 and 191 show these Burden Carriers in context.

Note the calm demeanor of the Two Horn figures, top. Their placement and stance reminds me of Rake Heads. Their style 
resembles Hand Holder figures across the canyon on the Junipers 5 Panel, Figure 25.  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FLUTE PLAYER (FP)

The Flute Player appears in many contexts;  hunts, battles, romances, celebrations, etc. My studies suggest that some 
ancient Indians viewed the Orion/Taurus star complex as a Flute Player with a basket on his back.27

Figure 50. Celebration Panel, South Fork of Mill Creek. This panel is at the end of the Mill Creek Game Drive Corridor 
where herds of sheep were possibly captured and killed. If so, these Flute Players have ample cause to celebrate. There 
are six Flute Players in this photo and eighteen on the panel. Flute Players frequently appear in hunting tableaus. See 
Figures 7, 55, and 62.

 See my YouTube slideshow‘The Snake: Seasons of the Sacred Sky. Our culture has come to call the Flute Player ‘Kokopelli‘, a term which has 27

little prehistoric, historic, or ethnographic provenance or applicability. The word has contemporary currency. I seldom use it anymore.
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Figure 51. Lower Right Hand, South Fork of Mill Creek. A flute playing Cat-in-the-Hat Burden Carrier, left, walks into a 
scene with a contorted sheep facing an Atlatl Thrower. An active anthropomorph, right, could be a Hands Up figure or an 
Atlatl Thrower.

Another part of this panel appears in Figure 197.
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Figure 52. Raven Eats the Sun, Hidden Valley, Moab. At sunset on the Equinox a shadow shaped like a raven’s head 
engulfs a set of concentric circles. A few minutes later the entire panel is shaded.
 
At right are three Burden Carriers, one with a flute. Below are two sexually aroused combatants and a Staff Man figure. 
See Figures 47, 53, 132, and 136 for other views of this site.28

 See my YouTube slideshow Hidden Valley Observations for a description of the astronomical characteristics of several locations at the site.28
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Figure 53. Raven Eats the Sun Panel, Hidden Valley, Moab. Detail of previous panel. A  Burden Carrier plays the flute and 
leads a merry parade. His festive followers may be sporting the Quail Bun headdress. 

At least one of the combatants, left, has a Quail Bun headdress. Both have erections. Some similar combatants are 
nearby. See Figure 136. Next to these fighters is a Staff Man. This panel includes another Flute Player, Staff Man, several 
Spirit Sheep, and over a dozen Burden Carriers. There are several different pecking incidents, indicating that this site was 
valued by generations of artists. 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HAND HOLDERS (HH)
 
The Hand Holder motif is common throughout the region. It may symbolize game drivers, containing and directing the 
sheep. Hand Holders often appear in tableau with topological and man-made drive lines, Startle sheep, Panic sheep, 
atlatls, bow-and-arrows, etc. The Hand Holders in Figure 127 were key to identifying the containment intent of this motif.

Figure 54. High Life Panel, South Fork of Mill Creek. This panel is directly across the creek from the mouth of Cattle Trail 
Canyon, the largest expanse of Escape Terrain in the Mill Creek Game Drive Corridor. This is where containment 
resources and tactics would have been needed and concentrated. I discuss the topography of the area in Game Drive.

This panel has the highest concentration of Hand Holders I know of. The game drivers, and the intensely executed linear 
elements on this panel, both contribute to its containment motif. See Figures 116 and 214 for other views of this panel. 
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Figure 55. High Life Panel detail, South Fork of Mill Creek. I have identified six groups of Hand Holders on this panel and 
nearly sixty individual participants.

Note the nested lines. I think this design convention may have been used to amplify containment symbolism. I discuss this 
idea in Two Cool Cats Panel, Figure 175.

The reclining Flute Player, next to the Concentric Circles, Is one of only four in the top two-and-a-half miles of the Mill 
Creek Game Drive Corridor. Two of them are on this panel. There are over thirty Flute Players in the final ¼ mile.
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Figure 56. Horn Section Panel, South Fork of Mill Creek. This line of Bird Head Hand Holders, visitors from the San Juan 
Basin, was placed just above a fence-like etched Archaic glyph. The visiting Hand Holders may be reiterating a 
containment motif used by an earlier culture.
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Figure 57. Potash Panel, Potash Road, Moab. These Hand Holders are at the end of a game drive site associated with 
Poison Spider Mesa. Animals herded off of the mesa would be pushed upstream between the shores of the Colorado 
River and the base of the mesa. They would have been contained where the river meets the cliff at the Potash Panel.   29

The Potash Panel  is rich in containment symbols. See Figure 65 for another view of this site.

 See my YouTube slideshow Moab’s Ancient Artists for a discussion of how this drive may have worked.29
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Figure 58. Oaks Panel, Potash Road, Moab. This line of Hand Holders is also along the Poison Spider Mesa game drive 
corridor. Adjacent glyphs include a large Trapman, top, and a Raptor, Cat Track, and Hands Up figure, right. 

See Figures 44, 88, 93, and 94 to view other panels at this site.
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Figure 59. Velcar Canyon Panel. Spanish Valley, Moab. This panel is on the south side of Johnson’s-Up-On-Top Mesa. 
The Upper Right Hand art gallery is on the north side of the mesa. The areas share design elements, icons, and motifs.

(1) A Basketmaker necklace.
(2) A sheep pierced with a projectile. 
(3) These figures do not actually touch, but they resemble Hand Holders with Cat-in-the-Hat headdresses. 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HANDS UP (HU)

The Hands Up posture is energetic. It indicates a hunter who is actively driving animals rather than peacefully gathering 
and herding them as in Arms Down and Arms Up stances. Nearby sheep are usually agitated. Nearby Spirit Sheep may or 
may not be active.

Figure 60. Hands Up Panel, South Fork of Mill Creek. There are at least three Hands Up figures in this photo. This panel 
is at the end of a three-mile long game drive corridor. A hanging valley across the canyon forms a cul-de-sac that could 
have served as a capture zone. At this stage of the game drive the hunters would want to drive animals and not allow 
them to balk or search for an exit. 

The Hands Up Panel is next to the Cracker Dots Panel, Figure 165. They both contain the common Basketmaker ‘big 
hands’ design element and strong components made of Dotted lines. This helped convince me that Dotted lines shared 
containment intent and value with other linear design elements.
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Figure 61. Mee Yow! Panel, South Fork of Mill Creek. The Mee Yow! Panel is at the first choke point in the Mill Creek 
Game Drive Corridor. It is at the beginning of an area I call Ambush Alley, Figure 111. Once animals moved into Ambush 
Alley there is little Escape Terrain, so picking up the pace and energetically driving them deeper into the corridor may 
have made sense at this stage of a drive. 

The Bud Longneck Panel, Figure 204, is nearby. These two sites have 14 Hand Up figures between them, the highest 
concentration in Mill Creek.
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Figure 62. Celebration Panel, South Fork of Mill Creek. At the end of the game drive corridor, across the canyon from the 
Hands Up Panel, Hands Up figures join with Flute Players and a six-toed Predator track. Subtlety and stealth are clearly 
not an issue here.
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Figure 63. Celebration Panel, South Fork of Mill Creek. An exuberant Hands Up fantamorph, with an extravagant hairdo/
headdress and twenty-four digits, sets the festive mood. There is an Upside Down figure next to him. 

See Figure 145 for a view of the right side of this picture.
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Figure 64. Skyline Panel, Salt Valley, Arches National Park. This is one of two Hands Up figures on this panel. The panel 
also contains numerous Predator tracks, a  fanciful Spirit Sheep, and a mountain lion. See Figures 99 and 118. 
 
Nearby, a short, steep, clay-sided canyon could have been an effective trap when wet. Archeologists have found that mire 
traps were fairly common. I found six stone knives, a Fulsom point, and much lithic scatter at the steepest, narrowest part 
of the canyon. Figures 103 and 104 were taken near a possible mire trap in northern Arizona. 
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RUNNING AT (RA)

The Running At stance is common in Basketmaker and Archaic rock art. It is enigmatic, appearing in several contexts, 
including hunting and astronomical. Suggested meanings include an atlatl-thrower coming at the viewer, a runner chasing 
game, and a runner participating in a ceremony. See Figures 20 and 36 for other Running At figures.

Figure 65. Potash Panel, Potash Road, Moab. Two Running At figures along the top of the panel. This panel is at the end 
of the Poison Spider Mesa/Potash Road Game Drive Corridor. See Figures 45, 57, 66, and 218.
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Figure 66. Potash Panel , Potash Road, Moab. Detail of previous photo.

The Running At figure at the top of the Potash Panel is next to a well-defined, seven-toed Cat Track with clear claw marks.

The Split Tip design is associated with trapping. The only other panel I know of that has so many Split Tip icons is the In 
the Bag Panel in Upper Right Hand, Figure 178. Both panels are near the end of a game drive corridor. 

I discuss this panel further in Figure 218.
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Figure 67. Comet Man, Hellroaring Canyon, Moab. July 13, 2015.I call this Archaic Running At pictograph Comet Man for 
the comet-like figure to its left. It is about four feet tall and attests to the antiquity of the Running At motif. Although this 
panel faces south, it receives no sunlight for three weeks on either side of the Summer Solstice due to the overhanging 
cliff above. The last light before the Solstice and first light after comes through a notch in the alcove’s rim 22 days before 
and after the Summer Solstice. The comet suggests that this figure is associated with the night. It is fitting that it should 
stay hidden from the sun at the height of the summer. There are other astronomically significant Archaic markers at the 
site. Most Basketmaker and all Archaic astronomical sites predate the more famous Anasazi sites to the south, such as 
Chaco Canyon and Chimney Rock. 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SKINNED HEAD (Sk)

The Skinned Head motif is rare in Moab. It appears in Archaic, Basketmaker, and Fremont art in the region. The icon is 
commonly bell-shaped with hair hanging below it. Skinned Heads were used as bags, ornaments, and trophies. Skinned 
human heads were found in MIll Creek, including one which was part of a young Basketmaker woman’s burial.30

Figure 67A. South Fork of Mill Creek. Two Skinned Heads hanging from a stick. This is a common way to portray Skinned 
Heads.

UPSIDE DOWN (UD): Upside Down figures are rare. Common interpretation assumes they are dead. I know of no 
compelling reason to accept this interpretation. See Figure 63 for an Upside Down figure.

 See Human Scalps from Eastern Utah, Howard, J. and Janetski, J. Utah Archaeology, Utah Division of State History, Salt Lake City, 1992. 30

Pages 125-132,
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ANTHROPOMORPHS: The Sexes

FEMALE (Fe):  An inverted ‘U’ with two dots at the bottom is a Moab Basketmaker glyph symbolizing a vagina. Other 
Female indicators include breasts, labial lips, pregnancy, and birthing scenes.  All these are rare.

Figure 68. Rosetta Panel, North Fork of Mill Creek (Left Hand). A Moab Basketmaker vagina symbol, center, holds a 
phallus which is connected to a mountain lion. 

This panel, especially the Cat Tracks on the lion, was the catalyst (no pun intended) that began the chain of inference I 
use for interpreting much Basketmaker art. See Figure 96 for a discussion about this track style and the interpretive role it 
plays.

There is a small Cat, top/center, with a long tail, short ears, and rounded feet. Some Cat feet are rounded, unlike the 
segmented, tined-toed variation of the larger lion on the left side of this panel.
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Figure 69. Rosetta Panel, North Fork of Mill Creek (Left Hand). The Basketmaker vagina symbol, right, is penetrated by a 
phallus. Meandering lines link the phallus with a male fantamorph, two fat sheep, and a mountain lion with an appendage 
on its face. Perhaps the artist could explain the symbolic conflation of intent among these designs. My best guess is ‘good 
hunters make good husbands’.
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Figure 70. Birthing Rock Panel, Kane Creek, Moab. The Birthing Rock Panel has a number of feminine design elements.31

(1) This figure includes the ‘inverted U’ symbol between her legs. The entire figure was abraded smooth and probably 
painted frequently. Casual observers often interpret the inverted ‘U’ in this photo as a birth, not a fertility symbol.

(2) A weeping woman with an umbilical cord and baby boy.  An atlatl symbol is across her belly, perhaps indicating the 
hope that this son will be a good hunter or fighter. A rabbit trackway is between the two female figures, the only one I know 
of. Did Basketmakers have fertility analogies based on rabbit behavior?

(3) This Female figure has the vagina symbol in the anatomically correct location. 

(4) Two men with atlatls walking toward the birthing scene. See Figures 32 and 91 for a closer view.

 For a discussion of the Birthing Rock Panel see my YouTube slideshow Mother Earth: Female Symbolism in Moab Baketmaker Rock Art.31
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70 A. Birthing Rock Panel, Kane Creek 
Road, Moab.

The figure on the left has an abraded 
vagina symbol between her legs, 
suggesting that this glyph was rubbed and 
painted repeatedly, probably for fertility 
rites. 

A set of baby-size human footprints next to 
this figure ascend the panel. They are next 
to a set of rabbit tracks.

The large figure has small vertical lines on 
her face below where the eyes would be.  
These lines probably represent the tears of 
a woman in labor. The eyes would have 
been painted on. A similar configuration 
appears on the Wolfman Panel in Butler 
Wash near Bluff, Utah. 

Her necklace is a common Basketmaker 
affectation. An atlatl is laying across her 
belly. An umbilical cord is reaching from her 
lower body towards a small male figure, 
probably a baby boy.
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Figure 71. Birthing Rock Panel, Kane Creek, Moab.

This figure, seen in the center of Figure 70, has a 
Moab Basketmaker vagina symbol in the anatomically 
correct location. It may have represented a maiden, a  
birthing assistant like a midwife or grandmother, a 
fertility deity, any, all, or none of that.

The large sandal tracks were pecked on top of this 
Female and resemble a design and motif more 
common in the later Anasazi culture. The Anasazi 
culture subsumed Basketmaker culture in the San 
Juan Basin around 700 AD.  It entered the Moab 32

area briefly during its era of greatest expansion, 
between 1000 AD and 1100 AD. 

This was also the era of the Fremont culture’s 
expansion. Caught between them, this may mark the 
end of Basketmaker culture in the Moab area. No 
identifiably Basketmaker art was made after this time.

I think the large bird tracks may have represented 
heron tracks. I begin that discussion in Figure 88.  
They were made after the female figure but before the 
sandal tracks.

 I discuss this change in the Introduction in the ‘Regional and Temporal Contexts’ section.32
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Figure 72. Lady of the Canyon Panel, Kane Creek, Moab. The Lady of the Canyon has distinct breasts and labial lips. She  
is part of a large habitation site at the confluence of Kane Creek and the Colorado River. Her hairstyle is similar to one of 
the men on the Penis Panel, Figure 77. 

The Penis and Pregnant Panels are directly across Kane Creek, along the bottom of the cliffs at right. All these panels are 
just downstream from the Birthing Rock Panel. 
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Figure 73. Pregnant Panel, Kane Creek, Moab. This lady’s pregnancy is close to term. She is next to the Penis Panel, 
across Kane Creek from the Lady of the Canyon Panel, and a short distance from the Birthing Rock Panel. This part of 
Kane Creek has the highest incidence of feminine-related Basketmaker rock art in the region.

The ear ornaments and large hands are common Basketmaker stylizations throughout the region.
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Figure 74. Mill Canyon, north of Moab. Ute-style vagina glyphs. The Ute vagina symbol is distinctly different than the 
Basketmaker design. Ute Indians came into the Moab area from the Mohave region about 1300-1400 AD. 

Note the buffalo, left, an unusual glyph for this area. See Figure 94 for a discussion of buffalo in the region. 

Note the horse-and-rider glyph, right. Horses did not come into the region until after 1700 AD. Utes quickly adopted 
horses when they became available. 
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MALE (Ma): 
 
Penis depictions are common on anthropomorphs. Erections are often seen on Flute Players, Burden Carriers, and 
warriors suggesting that virility and fertility were represented in artistic symbols. 

Other Male figures appear on Raven Eats the Sun Panel, Figurse 47 and 53, Three Headed Panel, Figure 124, Bud 
Longneck Panel, Figure 204, and Too Cool Cats Panel, Figure 215.

Figure 75. Penis Panel, Kane Creek, Moab. These six ‘exposed’ men are on the same wall as the Pregnant Panel, Figure 
73, and directly across Kane Creek from the Lady of the Canyon Panel, Figure 72.
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Figure 76. Penis Panel, Kane Creek, Moab. Several members (pun intended) of the Penis Panel have elaborate and finely 
detailed hairdos suggesting that they were involved in some sort of ceremony or rite, perhaps courting or marriage rituals. 
The figure on the left has twelve or thirteen toes, a likely indicator of supernatural attributes.
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Figure 77. Penis Panel, Kane Creek. 

This figure’s hairstyle suggests it was made by the same 
artist who made the Lady of the Canyon, Figure 72.

He has a peculiar design on the end of his penis. It resembles 
an isolated emblem on the Lion Head Panel, Figure 36. The 
design is probably fertility related. 

I have heard this figure called the Proud Man.
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ZOOMORPHS AND TRACKS

The Basketmaker artists’ intent did not differ much between an animal’s depiction and its tracks. Following their lead, I 
include zoomorphs and tracks in this section. I also include human signs, such as hand prints and foot prints. Sheep have 
a number of different stances which symbolize a variety of meanings. I devote a significant amount of space to 
differentiating and defining these stances. 

Figure 78. Pounce Panel, Hidden Valley, Moab. The Pounce Panel has one of the most concise Cat Tracks in the region. 
This panel help solidify the Cat and Cat Track concepts that began at the Rosetta Panel.

The Pounce Panel is an astronomical marker. It receives the first light of the Winter Solstice at Hidden Valley. For another 
view of this panel see Figure 100.33

 See my YouTube slideshow Hidden Valley Observations for a description of the Pounce Panel’s astronomical function.33
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BEAR (Be), BEAR TRACKS (BeT)

The tined-toe, segmented-heel track style which I identify as a Cat Track is frequently identified as a Bear Track. My Cat 
Track identification originated from the Rosetta Panel. See cover photo and Figure 96. The style can resemble a bear 
track and may, at times, represent a bear track. Further, the Basketmaker penchant for imaginative conflation suggests 
that some of these tracks may represent bear-cats. However, given the clearly feline character of the Rosetta Panel, Cat 
Track is my first choice. I do not know of any panel that illustrates an observably diagnostic link between a Bear and this 
track design akin to the Cat-Cat Track link seen on the Rosetta Panel. 

Rock art researcher Sally Cole cites William Buckles as a source for a Bear Track interpretation. In his doctoral thesis on 
the Western Ute, Buckle’s suggests that similar icons from the Shivano Valley, near Delta, Colorado, might be Ute Bear 
Tracks. Buckles’ cites a Ute informant who, when shown pictures from Shivano Valley, said they looked like a painting of a 
Ute Bear Clan legend. Making an assertion based on such evidence is thin soup. Nonetheless, I have seen and heard 
many people cite Cole’s interpretation.34

One reason I choose a Basketmaker designation as the default interpretation is the observation that the tracks are clearly 
integral to many atlatl tableaus. As noted elsewhere, atlatls were displaced by the bow-and-arrow long before the Utes 
arrived in the region. 

  Buckles writes of the Shivano panel, “ The petroglyphs in Figure 49, from the Three Bears Site, Panel 1, depicting bears climbing trees, are 34

duplicated in a painting of the Ute Bear Dance made by an Uncompahgre Ute Indian for a Mr. Tom McKee “years ago” according to Jeancon. 
“Years ago” would indicate, apparently, a date before the turn of the century. The painting is said to depict a scene in the Bear Dance legend. 
Considering the realism of the petroglyph, including the long bodied bear in the same panel, depicted in a Late Style comparable to many horses, 
the group of petroglyphs from O-3 and D-F in Figure 149 are considered to belong to the Historic Period. Other rock art examples from other areas 
in Colorado and adjacent Utah probably date from this same general period. They compare favorably with this Uncompahgre area art of the Late 
Ute Indian rock art style...Some of the other art of the proposed style could have been made by other peoples but it is found in areas consistently 
occupied by Ute Indians historically.” Buckles, William G., The Uncompahgre Complex: Historic Ute Archeology and Prehistoric Archeology of the 
Uncompahgre Plateau in West Central Colorado, pp. 1072-1074. PhD. Thesis. University of Colorado. 1971 

The Shivano Valley glyphs look like bears, but could be bobcats or bear-cats. Some figures at Proudfoot Panel, Figure 156, near the Delores/
Colorado confluence, and on the other side of the Uncompahgre Plateau from Shivano Valley, resemble the Shivano Valley glyphs. In Legacy on 
Stone, Cole posits an ‘Uncompahgre Style’ based in western Colorado. This area has many bears, especially compared to the deserts to the west, 
and ‘Bear’ may be a useful interpretation for this region. Legacy on Stone, Cole, Sally. Pp. 83-84. However, caution should be used in transferring 
this meaning from the mountains to the canyon country.
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A good reason for a Cat Track designation is that mountain lions are effective sheep predators while bears are not. 
Further, most of these tracks are in rough desert canyons, excellent bighorn and mountain lion habitat, but not particularly 
suited to bears.

If there is a shared design and symbolism between Ute icons and Basketmaker icons it must be derivative on the part of 
the Ute who did not inhabit this area until five hundred years after the Basketmaker era. Whatever species any similar 
track may represent, the over-arching interpretation almost certainly includes the concept of Predator. 

There are few depictions of entire bears in Basketmaker rock art. See Figures 46 and 74 for complete bears.

Figure 79. Bear Tracks, Hidden Valley. This site is rich in Basketmaker art. The style of these tracks resembles that of the 
art around them. The track on the left may represent a Bear/Cat conflation. The one on the right is probably all Bear.

- Both glyphs are crossed by lines, but are not separated into segments like Cat Track glyphs.
- Both have distinct heel-counters, the dot at the bottom, an anatomical feature not seen in Figure 78. 
- The track on the left has distinct claw marks separate from the toes, a feline trait seen on many Cat Track glyphs.
- The track on the right has claws attached to the toes, a bear trait.
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Figure 80. Montezuma Canyon, Monticello, Utah. This panel in the San Juan River Basin shows how hard it can be to
decide on Bear, Bear/Cat, or Cat track. Did this Basketmaker design change its meaning from artist to artist, time to time, 
place to place, band to band, clan to clan, tribe to tribe? Whatever its species identity, its intent was surely predatory. 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BIRD (Bi), BIRD TRACKS (BT), GOOSE (Go), HERON (He), OWL  (Ow), RAPTOR (Ra)

Some Birds are notable predators and it makes sense that hunter/magicians would use their images as fetishes. Heron is 
the most common bird glyph in the Moab area. There are many heron along the creeks, wetlands, and Colorado River 
near Moab. Did spear-throwing hunters invoke Heron as a hunting totem?  Others bird glyphs in the Moab area include 
Goose, Owl, and Raptor, but Heron abides.

It is impossible to tell from a track what kind of bird an artist may have intended to symbolize. By analogy to the number of 
bird depictions, Heron seems likely. In Moab, however, an additional interpretive factor could have influenced the artist 
because of the many dinosaur tracks found here. They range in size from a few inches to almost two feet long. It is 
interesting to ponder what a prehistoric hunter or artist may have thought of a Bird Track larger than his own footprint and 
imprinted into solid stone. I have seen a lot of rock art near dinosaur tracks. 

Figure 81. A dinosaur track on the right. 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BIRD TRACK (BT)

Figure 82. Birthing Rock Panel, Kane Creek, Moab. 

This well-known site contains four Bird Tracks overlain with sandal tracks. The size, 
shape, and pace of the bird trackway resemble a heron. See Figure 71 for a closer look.
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Figure 83. HIdden Valley. A mandalic emblem possibly composed of five Bird Tracks. Hidden Valley has many hunting-
themed panels and several that are astronomical markers. I haven’t any idea if this functions as either. Compare this 
configuration to a design on the Hand Stander Panel,  Figure 192. 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GOOSE (Go)  

A short bill, long neck, and short legs are indicators for a Goose. The Goose Panel site in Arches National Park is the only 
site I know with Goose petroglyphs. This elaborate panel acts as an astronomical site on the Equinox.

Figure 84. Goose Panel, Arches National Park. Shortly after dawn on the Equinox a beam of light shines through a hole in 
a rock wall between this panel and the eastern horizon. One of a circle of Geese, lower/right, then appears to ‘lay a silver 
egg’. Various glyphs on this panel are part of an observance that lasts over two hours. For another view and more 
discussion about this panel see Figure 198.
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Figure 85. Goose Panel, Arches National Park. The short bill, long neck, and short legs identify four of these birds as 
Goose. About 8:15 in the morning on the Equinox, one of them appears to ‘lay a silver egg’ made by a sunbeam shining 
through a small hole in a curtain wall to the east. The eight small bipedal figures beneath the Geese may be goslings.
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Figure 86. The Moab Sloughs, in the distance, is the last 
wetland area along the Colorado River until it leaves the 
Grand Canyon over seven hundred miles away. It is an 
important sanctuary and nesting site site for many resident 
and migratory birds, including geese.

 An easy walk from the Sloughs to the Goose Panel climbs 
out of the canyon on the right side of the towers, center. 
(Park maps identify these towers as ‘The Penguins’. I call 
them The Geese. ) The Goose Panel is a mile behind this 
photograph, down a gently sloping drainage. 

Before the freeway, power lines, railroad, tunnel, bridge, 
power boats, tailings pile, National Park entrance station, 
and visitors’ center, it might have been a good place for a 
ritual fertility procession in the spring.
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Figure 87. The Penguins, Arches National Park. These towers are in the middle of the previous picture. The trail from the 
Sloughs to the Goose Panel goes past them. On a spring morning, two thousand years ago or today, it would not take 
much imagination to conceive of these towers as avatars of a short-billed bird...A Penguin no doubt. Note the snow, 
further supporting a Penguin interpretation. 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HERON (He)

Figure 88. Oaks Panel, Potash Road, Moab. A large Heron on a hunting-themed panel next to the Colorado River. There 
is also a Raptor on this panel, right/center. The left side of this panel, including the bow-and-arrow, appears in Figure 44.

There are many heron living in the wetlands of the Moab area. This proficient spear-hunter is the most common bird icon 
in the region. Near a mire trap in northern Arizona the Curlew, which can run on top of the mud while it hunts, prevails. 
The Basketmaker practice of matching species to local topography is telling. See Boundary Panel, Figure 103. 
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Figure 89. Dark Angel Panel, Arches National Park. A Heron leads a procession of animals which includes a three-horned 
Spirit Sheep. The procession ends with a small sheep pierced by an atlatl, Figure 35.

A long-tailed, short-eared, round-footed zoomorph stands just above a Triangle Line, lower/left.
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Figure 90. Hand Holders and Heron, Lower Right Hand, South Fork of Mill Creek. A Heron, far right, joins with two sets of 
Hand Holders and some Cat Tracks. The patinas indicate that there were at least two pecking incidents at this site. 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OWL (Ow)

Figure 91. Birthing Rock Panel,  Kane Creek. There is a very small Owl, upper/left corner. I have seen similar designs in 
the region but they are rare in Moab Basketmaker art. 

This section of the panel shows two men carrying atlatls, bottom/left and far right. Both of them are Burden Carriers, 
perhaps, like Magi coming from afar to greet the Holy Child...but that is all speculation. See Figures 32 and 70 for other 
views of this panel.
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Figure 92. Owl Panel, Kane Creek. The largest and best known 
Owl in the Moab area is probably of Fremont origin. Below it is a 
vulture-like Raptor. See Figure 196 for a closer look.
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RAPTOR (Ra) Raptor are rarely seen in Moab Basketmaker rock art. They sometimes appear in Archaic art.

Figure 93. Oaks Panel, Potash Road, Moab. This well-
defined Raptor also appears on the right side of Figure 88. A
Raptor of undetermined provenance appears in Figure 194.

The peculiar hooves of the large zoomorph resemble buffalo 
more than sheep. A buffalo trackway may appear nearby. 
See Figure 94.  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BUFFALO (Bu), BUFFALO TRACKS  (BuT):

Buffalo were common in the high plains north of the Colorado Plateau and made occasional incursions into the region 
when cooler, wetter conditions prevailed, as they did between 1400 - 1800 AD. Consequently, the infrequent rock art 
depictions of buffalo in the Moab area are likely to be Ute, not Basketmaker. See Figure 74. 

Figure 94. Oaks Panel, Potash Road, Moab. Buffalo track glyphs are typically more rounded and less bifurcated than 
sheep tracks. If this image shows a buffalo trackway, its patina indicates that it is fairly old and probably pre-dates Ute 
occupation of the area. The Crosshatch lines, left, are typical of Basketmaker era art. I propose that the panel is within a 
Poison Spider Mesa game drive corridor, Figure 57.
. 
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Figure 95. Valley City, Moab. This Buffalo of undetermined cultural origin is etched on the roof of a rock shelter north of 
Moab. Most of the art at the Valley City site is Archaic and Basketmaker. See Figure 19. 

I know of four sites in the Moab area that have Buffalo depictions, all north of town. One is a Ute petroglyph and one is a 
Ute pictograph. 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CAT (Ca), CAT TRACK (CT)

Cat (Ca) is the code for mountain lion and bobcat depictions. Cat (Ca) indicators include long tails (not on bobcats), short 
ears, a specialized footprint, and occasional distended Lips or some attachment to the face, as in the Rosetta Panel or the 
Lion Head Panel, Figure 126. Indicators for a Basketmaker Cat Track (CT) include segmented feet, tined-toes, and 
distinct claw marks. Variations on these design elements appear throughout Basketmaker territory from Moab to Flagstaff. 

Figure 96. Rosetta Panel, North Fork of Mill Creek. I came across this mountain lion glyph in a remote section of Left 
Hand in July, 1997. The tracks looked familiar but I could not place them. I showed the panel to Jose Knighton, my hiking 
partner. He suggested there might be similar designs in Hidden Valley. We went. There were.
 
Identifying this as a Cat Track was key to inferring a hunting-related intent for a wide range of Basketmaker symbols. See 
Figure 68 for another view of this panel.
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CAT (Ca). Depictions of entire Cats are rare in the Moab area but fairly common along the Little Colorado River in 
northern Arizona, an area with a strong Basketmaker presence.

Figure 97. Big Cat Panel, South Fork of Mill Creek. I interpret the large figure as a Cat because of its short ears, long tail, 
and tined toes. 

Another Cat, upper/right, has a more conventional Cat Track stylization. It has distended Lips. A sheep’s horns may 
function as its tail in a potential predator/prey conflation. See Figures 31, 112, and 137 for other views of this panel.
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Figure 98. Butt Crack Panel, South Fork of Mill Creek. A Cat leaps out of a dark crevice and sinks its claws into a Startled 
sheep’s hindquarters, an accurate depiction of how mountain lions take down bighorn sheep.
 
Directly below this image, a herd of Panic sheep begins fleeing down a drive lane formed by converging lines, Figure 163. 
The other end of this drive lane is sealed by a vertical Wavy line, Figure 174. The predatory intent of this panel is well-
illustrated.
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Figure 99. Skyline Panel, Arches National Park. Not all Cats are as prominent as the prior examples. Here a small Cat, 
upper/right, is connected by double lines to a bird-footed Spirit Sheep with a net-like body-fill. A feline of similar form is on 
the Proudfoot Panel, Figure 156. 

A seven-toed Predator track is in the center. The large number of predatory design elements on this panel, including the 
Net inside this sheep-like fantamorph, made me think this might be a game drive area. A steep, narrow canyon of 
bentonite clay is nearby. Wet bentonite makes a good mire-trap. I found six knife blades and a fluted Folsom-style point in 
the bottom of the steepest, narrowest part of this canyon. See Figures 64, 117, 118, and 161 for other views of this panel.
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Figure 100. Pounce Panel, Hidden Valley. See Figure 78 for another view of this tableau. A long-tailed, open-mouthed Cat 
‘pounces’ on an unsuspecting sheep, right. Two of its legs are drawn close to its body in a running or leaping pose. 
Watching are a three-horned Spirit Sheep and two small zoomorphs with Cat Track feet, possibly kittens. 

Compare this Cat’s tail to the Cat-in-the-Hat headdresses on the adjacent Ray Panel, Figure 8.

The anthropomorh, upper/left, resembles common Archaic styles. 
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Figure 101. Big Picture Panel, South Fork of Mill Creek. This large panel is at the last choke point in the Mill Creek Game 
Drive Corridor. The busiest part of the panel is dominated by a large Cat, left. There are nine Cat Track glyphs on this 
panel and thirteen on the nearby Ambush Panel, Figure 109, the largest collections in the canyon. See Figures 49 and 
191 for other views of this panel.

This panel is directly across the canyon from the Big Cat Panel, Figure 97.
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Figure 102. Big Picture Panel, South Fork of Mill Creek. Detail of Figure 101. This busy portion of the panel is dominated 
by intense linear elements and a short-eared, long-tailed Cat in a vertical position. The posture is uncommon, perhaps 
more totemic than representative.
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Figure 103. Boundary Panel, Lithodendron Wash, Arizona. The icon on the left is similar to glyphs throughout the West. Its 
posture resembles the Cat on the Big Picture Panel and I think it may also symbolize a Cat. Common usage interprets this 
design as ‘lizard’. I know of no observational or ethnographic evidence to support this designation. It is keeping company 
with a stylized Predator track and a curlew, one of many in the area. 

This panel is one of dozens adjacent to a possible bentonite mire trap. Curlews hunt on top of the mud and the icon may 
serve a similar symbolic function in this area to that of the Heron the Moab area. See Figure 110 for a panel at the same 
site showing segmented Cat Tracks.
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Figure 104. Lithodendron Wash, AZ. These three Cats are near the Boundary Panel, Figure 103. The one in front has 
tined-toes and segmented heels. Lithodendron Wash drains into the Little Colorado River on the southwestern edge of the 
Colorado Plateau. It is on one end of the Basketmaker range, roughly three hundred miles from Moab at the other end.
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Figure 105. Petroglyph Lake Panel, Hart Mountain National Antelope Refuge, Plush, Oregon.  35

A thousand miles north, a common figure with a similar stance to Figures 102 and 103. Rock art In the Hart Mountain area 
appears where herds might have been be trapped between basalt rims, like the one seen here, and the sticky beds of 
seasonal along their bases. Glyphs like this are often interpreted as ‘lizard’. The stylization appears throughout the Great 
Basin and beyond. It does not make sense to me that hunting cultures from Oregon to Arizona would share an icon that 
reveres and memorializes lizards at the same places that big game was wont to gather and was harvested.

 “A sign on the only bar/restaurant/store/gas station in Plush declares it to be  “ A small, quiet drinking town with a cattle problem”.35
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